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Welcome to this special edition of the Bulletin to mark the 70th Anniversary of the CSPS.
Council would like to thank those members who gave displays in connection with our
Anniversary and to those who have written anniversary articles.

Left to right Honorary Treasurer Ian Briant, Honorary Secretary Margaret Emerson and our
President Bob van Goethem at our April 2018 meeting

Members gathering for our April 2018 meeting at Bush House
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Ron Oughton and the R101

Mike Blackman and Beckenham

R101 A Talk and Display by Ron Oughton
Ron Oughton brought in 12 sheets of R101 material, starting with a picture of 2 nd Coxswain
Leonard Oughton, his uncle, wearing a pith helmet. A card of the airship shed being built
was displayed and a picture of Shed 2 for the R100. The chief engineer was Barnes Wallis
of bouncing bomb fame. The third sheet showed the R101 and it’s first flight in October
1929 from Cardington. In 1930 there was an RAF display at Hendon and Leonard Oughton
was coxswain and during the flight the airship made two unexplained dives. The First
Officer declared he was not flying again.
Ron went on to describe with other cards the process of weight deduction and gas bags.
The R101 was 700 feet long, which is some 240 yards. A card depicting the mooring tower
which was essential for take-off was shown. A line would be dropped and connected to the
tower on completion of a flight. The next sheet showed winching in, taken from the R101.
The sixth sheet showed the last 8 minutes of the R101 and the 48 crew.
There was no blame apportioned to any of the 48 crew and the report after the disaster did
not indicate where they had been found. The next sheet looked at the nosedives in more
detail and Ron explained that there appear to have been deficiencies in the airship. The
next sheet showed images after the crash and of note is that one elevator cover was still
attached to the frame of the airship. Ron then showed a sheet depicting the scene after the
R101 had collapsed following the crash, leaving the stainless steel frame. The ninth sheet
depicted the lying in state in Westminster Hall of the 48 coffins, the first time commoners
had been so treated. The tenth sheet showed the funeral cortege. Leonard Oughton had
told his three brothers he would not be returning, but that his parents were not to be
informed.
Next came images of the funeral service at St Paul’s Cathedral and finally postcards
showing the church of St Mary in Cardington and the coffins.
Beckenham – A Century of Change: A Century of Continuity
A talk and display by Mike Blackman
Mike started by saying that in recent years he has been putting together a small collection
on this theme. Starting with some history, Beckenham is a town within the London Borough
of Bromley, which borders Kent and Mike has lived there for over 40 years. Beckenham has
origins dating back to the 11th Century when William I assigned the area to his half-brother,
Bishop Odo. It remained a small village until the railway reached it in the 1850s, whereupon
there was a huge expansion and some substantial public and private buildings were
erected in the last two decades of the 19th Century. On each page Mike teamed up an early
20th Century postcard with a 21st Century photograph or other image. In part, this served to
trace the fate of some of these late Victorian buildings. Most of the pages in this
anniversary display focused on the High Street area, the core of the town, and the first page
consisted of an annotated early 20th century map of this area.
The High Street has two sections, one the original village main street, the other leading up
to Beckenham Junction station, dating from late Victorian times. The village buildings were
still there on the early postcards, but they had largely been replaced within a couple of
decades, with the 17th century Ye George Inn the most notable survivor through to the
present day. The newer part of the High Street, up to the station, has largely survived. It
starts with a slightly rising road towards the parish church of St George, rather ambitiously
named as ‘Church Hill’. The 12th century church was vastly expanded in late Victorian
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times, changing little since, and boasts a largely unchanged 14th century lychgate. The High
Street concludes with a section where some of the Victorian buildings remain on one side,
but the shops, houses and Railway Hotel on the other side were destroyed by a bomb in
1944 and were replaced by a green space, Beckenham Green, and a car park. Beckenham
Junction station is largely unchanged and is a railway terminus.
Also close to the high street are Bromley Road with a Victorian Public Hall, still in use for
that purpose and in which the local philatelic society has met for most of its 85 years, and a
bank still on the corner with the High Street.
The Town Hall in the 1930s was shown. This became redundant and was demolished and
the area is now an M & S car park. Next came Manor Road, where the Victorian villas
remain, but their neat front gardens have given way to hard standing for cars. Beckenham
Cricket Club ground and pavilion came next and they are almost unchanged. Finally came
a very unusual building close to Mike’s home, the Chinese Garage. Built in 1928 in the style
of a Japanese Pagoda, it is a Grade II listed building. It was a garage continuously for 90
years until earlier this year, when sadly, the owners had found it impossible to carry out
modern servicing within the restrictions imposed by its listed status.
USA Favourite Airmail and Postal Stationery A talk and display by by Peter Coe
Peter brought in two selections of USA items including some for the Colombian Exposition
and others which included some personal postal stationery favourites, starting with one to
Harrow on the Hill and various registered covers. Advertising covers were produced and
these included one for the Scientific Suspender Company Limited and Wells Fargo. There
was a cover to Sydney, Australia and ones which included the names of various ships. An
interesting item to Paris had the backstamp on the front of the cover.
Peter also displayed airmail stamps on cover, the early stamps and the Jenny and he
commented that night flights were possible at this time. Peter also displayed special
delivery items and Zeppelin covers with high-value stamps, for example one dated the 2nd
of June 1930 at a cost of $1.30. There was also a 50c stamp on a postcard.
Special flights were made and he also displayed some crash mail, including one with the
stamps missing and items referring to a century of progress since the exposition. The crash
cover was accompanied by a newspaper report and there was also an item flown on the
Hindenburg. In 1937 there was a special Coronation Flight, flown by Dick Mermille and Jack
Lambie, which lasted 24 hours. Included here was a $12 sheet and the controversial
miniature sheet issued to mark the hundredth anniversary of the Inverted Jenny stamp,
issued in 2013 when the Philatelic Gallery in Washington opened. Deliberate errors were
included on 100 of the miniature sheets with the Jenny shown in the upright position. Peter
showed a cover that been postal used and also commented that one gentleman had sold
one of the miniature sheets for $50,000, making a profit.
Peter continued his display with air mail postal stationery and there was an anniversary
flight which crashed and items with a combination of stamps and special delivery. The rates
changed from six cents down to five cents. The 1945 envelopes could be described as
‘John Bull type’ in their manufacture and Peter also showed flights on the outbound and
return flights to South America. There was a Centenary issue in 1947 and another increase
in postage rates. Triangular stamps were shown and postcards of the first American Eagle.
The Scout Jamboree of 1967 was featured including one with the Baden Powell logo. The
last postcard postal stationery item was for the Yankee Clipper. An interesting item went on
a world trip costing five cents having been flown on the Graf Zeppelin.
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Bulgaria A talk and display by John Dennett
The Ottoman Empire controlled most of the coastal Mediterranean Sea and much more, but
by the early 19th Century, the Balkan area was undergoing a national revival. Bulgaria had
no outlet to the Aegean Sea but could access the Black Sea. Greece became independent
in 1830 and soon after other parts were vying for freedom from Turkey. Bulgaria had to wait
until 1878 for the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) sovereignty to pass and become an
autonomous principality. In 1889 Prince Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha was offered the
crown of Bulgaria and was accepted by the neighbouring states of Serbia and Greece. In
1908 Ferdinand proclaimed independence and took the title of Tsar. In 1912 he joined the
Balkan League (Serbia, Greece and Montenegro) against Turkey in order to gain part of
Thrace, which would give his country access to the Aegean Sea. Peace conditions were
conducted in London, where Turkey agreed to surrender all Turkish lands in Europe west of
Adrianople, now known as Erdine, but refused to give up that city. In the spring of 1913
hostilities were resumed and Bulgaria successfully gained Adrianople on March 26 th. On
30th May the new acquisition of the city was concluded in the Treaty of London. Turkey was
now confined to a small piece of Europe of Eastern Thrace and the Gallipoli Peninsula, now
called Gelibrolu.
The second war in the Balkans began on the 30th June 1913, when Bulgaria suddenly
attacked both Greece and Serbia; then almost immediately grabbed a part of southern
Rumania. Now Bulgaria faced Serbia, Greece, Turkey and Rumania. The Turks recaptured
Adrianople and Bulgaria sued for peace. The Treaty of Bucharest excluded Bulgaria from
Macedonia, which was divided between Greece and Serbia and was forced to restore
Adrianople to Turkey and also to cede part of Dobrudja to Rumania.
When war broke out in 1914, Ferdinand allied Bulgaria with the Central Powers and in
October 1915, was invaded by Serbia, where the Bulgarian army was routed. Ferdinand
abdicated on 4th October 1918 and was succeeded by his son Boris, who adored Hitler. By
1935 Boris became a virtual dictator and later in 1941 he became an ally of Hitler, but was
defeated by Russia, who occupied the country. King Boris died in 1943 and memorial
stamps were issued and he was succeeded by his son Simeon, who lost his throne after
the 1946 referendum. Bulgaria became a People’s Republic in 1947.

James David Bouchier (1850 to 1920) shown above was born in County Limerick, he
became a journalist and a political activist. While working for the newspaper The Times,
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Bouchier became deeply engaged in the processes that were taking place on the Balkan
peninsula at that time and supported the idea that the island of Crete be annexed by
Greece. He lived in Sofia from 1892 to 1915 and was an honourable member of the Sophia
Journalists’ Society and a trusted advisor of Tsar Ferdinand. He acted as an intermediary
between the Balkan states at the conclusion of the Balkan Wars of 1912 to 1913. Bouchier
expressed his strong support for Bulgaria during the Paris Peace Conference of 1919 to
1920 and had helped the war effort. He died in December that year and was buried near
the Rila Monastery in southwest Bulgaria.
Latest Acquisitions A talk and display by Paul Harris
Paul displayed a number of recent acquisitions, all covers including airmail items and
Seahorses. A number of Registered Items were shown and a 2d Blue on cover along with a
number of Railway covers. These included two W H Smith items, being for book post.
Stamp quiz by Rob Robson
Rob Robson produced a philatelic quiz for members as his 70th anniversary event. There
were a number of stamps and items on display to go with the questions, plus other
questions to get Members thinking. The winner of the quiz was John Dennett who scored 9
out of a possible 10 marks.
New Zealand Selection A talk and display by Mike Wilkinson
Mike Wilkinson brought in a number of New Zealand overprints including officials from 1909
on cover and also surcharges on George V issues, where an extra halfpenny had been
added. Victory stamps from 1920 were shown and due to change in rates, these were
overprinted. A total of 12 million copies were produced. There was a big block of George V
stamps, 54 in total. In 1940 official overprints on the Centennial issue also featured and
then moving to George VI the 10d surcharge was made on the 1943 telegraph value. A
number of the arms stamps were shown, which were overprinted as the need arose in
1935. A number of surcharges on Queen Elizabeth II issues were also shown, including
overprints on the life insurance lighthouse issues. Health stamps were produced in 1939,
1940 and 1941 and here there was a surcharge overprint. Mike’s display rounded off with
mail covers for North and South Island on outbound and return flights.
Philatelic Firsts A talk and display by Bob van Goethem
Bob displayed a number of items which were firsts from the Post Office and Royal Mail. He
started with a Penny Black on cover dated the 25th of June 1840. From 1st October 1870 the
first postcard was shown, having been issued much earlier in Austria. They had been
rejected in Great Britain in 1859 as the Post Office wished to save money. The card shown
was sent to an 18 month old son on the first day of issue. Different size cards were used for
advertising. The next first was an airmail item flown on the Windsor to Hendon flight 9th
September 1911. Then came the first Great Britain commemorative for the 1924 British
Empire Exhibition at Wembley depicted on a first day card, 28th April 1924. From 1925 a
copy of a first flight England to Sweden item was shown and Bob also showed items for the
Telegraph system in 1925.
On 23rd May 1934 the first officially sanctioned airmail ran between Inverness and Kirkwall
(Orkney) and the items shown included the labels and a timetable for the flights. The first
greetings telegram was issued on 24th July 1935 and also displayed. Bob then jumped
ahead to 1961 and the first recorded delivery item, 1st February, including a leaflet
advertising the service. In 1965 the Post Office Tower stamp issue was made and was the
first with the designer’s name, Clive Abbott, included in the design. In 1966 came the first
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Christmas stamps and in 1968, first and second class postage came into force. Commercial
commemorative covers were shown a leaflet about the new system.
From 1972 came the first Post Bus in the south-east which ran from Canterbury to Crundale
on 20th October 1972. Bob also displayed Speedpost items and Reader’s Digest coil strip
items, which caused uproar as they were not available to collectors initially and just
appeared. The Frama was a short-lived postage label, first available in 1984 and Bob also
showed a letter cassette which could be sent abroad. In 1993 the first self-adhesive
definitive stamps were issued. Boots the Chemist issued greetings cards which contained a
stamp in the packet and Bob has showed the second type with no logo. He went on to
display 26 covers, each featuring one of the 26 pictorial stamps, one for each letter of the
alphabet. We are used to 1st and 2nd class post but some items of commercial mail are
regarded as a third class and Postage Paid impressions for Marks and Spencer were
displayed.

70th Anniversary displays June 2018
The April evening was so successful that Margaret Emerson and Ian Briant held over their
displays until the June AGM meeting.
The past 70 years as marked by philately A talk and display by Margaret Emerson
Margaret’s anniversary display to the Society took a personal look at some highlights as
shown on stamps and postal history in each decade since 1948. The items were generally
of philatelic or national importance and included Royal events to mark the fact that as Civil
Servants, we were or are servants of the Crown.
On the 6th April 1948 two stamps were issued in Great Britain to mark the Silver Wedding
Anniversary of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. A registered cover from South Africa
to Switzerland on the first day of issue was shown, see below, part of the omnibus issue.
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In 1948 the Olympic Games were held in London and a number of postal history items
related to the Games were displayed. Many of the covers with 1948 Olympic stamps are
philatelic, unopened and with excess postage, even being marked as such on occasions.
Two covers dated 19th July were posted on the opening day of the Games, one with a
normal CDS and the other with a counter postmark, being sent as a registered item. The
next pair of covers were philatelic but had the special Olympic Park cancellation, wavy lines
and reading Olympic Games Wembley Great Britain. See the article ‘1948 and all that’ later
in the Bulletin for an image.
In 1951 between the 3rd May and 30th September, the Festival of Britain was held and two
covers were displayed showing the issued pair of stamps. One was for the first day of issue
with a normal CDS cancel and the second had the festival emblem on a special cover sent
to the USA. On the 2nd June 1953 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth was crowned and three
covers from Coronation Day flights from New Zealand were shown. With Queen Elizabeth II
now on the throne a new set of definitive stamps was required and these are known as the
Wildings. The first cover had a 3d standard postage rate from the set, dated 20 th November
1961 and posted in Maidstone.
In 1966 Great Britain issued for the first time Christmas commemorative stamps and these
were designed by children. There were two values, a 3d showing a king and a 1/6 value
featuring a snowman and they were issued 1st of December 1966.
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The Wilding definitive series was replaced in 1967 by the stamp now known as the Machin
and has been used on definitive stamps in Great Britain ever since and Margaret
commented, that love it or loathe it, the Machin is an iconic British stamp due to the
longevity of the Queens reign and the continuing use. It is a complicated stamp with many
variations of colour, format, gum, paper, perforation, phosphor, printer, size, value and
more recently no value indicated or NVI, self-adhesive stamps and issues with the latest
security features.
In 1968 the Royal Air Force marked the 50th anniversary since formation and a set of
stamps issued on 29th May 1968 marked the event. This display contained a special cover
featuring the Bristol F2-B and the English Electric lightning, a supersonic aircraft which
came into service with the RAF in December 1959. Another aviation milestone came in
1969 when Concorde flew for the first time and this along with the first moon landing and
England winning the World Cup are Margaret’s abiding memories as a child growing up in
the 1960s. A special cover was shown marking the flight of the British protype Concorde,
002, on 9th April 1969, flown by the test pilot Brian Trubshaw. (See overleaf)
The next Royal event was the Silver Wedding Anniversary in November 1972 of Queen
Elizabeth II and Price Philip. In 1973 the United Kingdom joined the European Economic
Community, or EEC and a set of stamps was issued on the 3rd January 1973 marking the
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occasion. The 3p and 5p values depict the nine member countries of the EEC with each
country shown as a jigsaw piece and Great Britain’s piece shows the Union flag. The
design was shown to the Queen for approval as usual, but she disliked the red colour
originally proposed for the 3p value as being too Soviet and it was changed to a muted
orange. Criticism of the issued stamp is that the jigsaw piece far right is only half shown and
was done to represent the divided Germany. The stamps were shown as cylinder blocks of
six and originated from Derek Rock’s collection.
In 1973 the CSPS marked it’s 25th anniversary and special covers were produced tying this
to the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain and two of these were shown, ex-Fred Brandeis
and Derek Rock. (See overleaf) In 1977 the Queen celebrated her Silver Jubilee and
stamps and other philatelic material abound. Some information was also given about the
Exeter special stamp booklet issued for the Daily Mirror balloon race. Different coloured
labels were shown and details of the overprinted examples for the race.
Two Royal weddings took place in the 1980s, the first between Prince Charles and Lady
Diana Spencer, on the 29th July 1981 and the two issued stamps were shown on a special
cover issued on the 22nd July. In 1990 the Penny Black and Tuppenny Blue reached the
150th anniversary and a special double head Machin stamp issue was made. The Machin
of course reached it’s own 50th anniversary in 2017. In 1997 another British institution
reached a milestone, namely the 75th anniversary of the BBC. A first day cover with a pane
from the Prestige book was shown and on this pane the centre stamp of the block of 9 has
been replaced by an image of the test card, shown on BBC 2 from 2nd July 1967, the day of
the first colour transmission on the channel. It features a young Karen Percy, born 1958,
playing noughts and crosses with Bob the clown.
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On the 20th of November 1997 the Queen and Prince Phillip celebrated their Golden
Wedding anniversary and a set of four stamps was issued in Great Britain showing then
and now images. Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother was born on 4 th August 1900 and a
Canadian cover marking her one hundredth birthday, albeit a few months early, was
displayed. On the 9th of April 2005 the Prince of Wales married Camilla Parker Bowles in
Windsor and a special cover from the Falkland Islands was shown. On 31 st May 2012 a set
of eight stamps was issued to mark the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee. The Queen is only the
second British Monarch to reach this milestone and on the 9 th of September 2015, Queen
Elizabeth II became the longest reigning British Monarch, surpassing Queen Victoria’s reign
of 63 years and 216 days. A retail booklet of six first class amethyst purple Machin stamps
was issued and the iridescent security printing reads ‘Long to reign over us’.
Margaret had displayed some London 2012 material to the Society some while back and at
the time mentioned an article in Stamp magazine suggesting that there were some early
Olympic stamp proofs, showing parrots. This article went on to state that nobody knew if
they existed now and how many were produced, although a couple had been seen in
kiloware. Margaret went on to relate the story of how one evening she was home early from
work and went onto eBay looking for some Olympic material. On this particular occasion the
third item in the listing caught her eye, being the parrot stamps. Margaret had assumed that
if the parrots in actual fact existed, she would probably never see them, and if they
appeared, she would not be able to afford them. You can see why parrots were picked due
to their bright colours as testing of the Pantone colours was being made. The display
rounded off with the presentation pack of stamps issued for the Centenary of the RAF and
the miniature sheet depicting the Red Arrows.
Israel A talk and display by Ian Briant
The state of Israel reached its 70th anniversary in May 2018 and so has a very similar
starting point to the CSPS. Stamp issues for Israel and preceding issues in this part of the
world formed Ian’s 70th anniversary display to the Society. Ian explained that he bought two
books including one about the stamps of the Palestine mandate back in 1992 and that
these stamp issues are very complicated. There are overprints on the stamps and these
were shown and details of the Austrian Empire of 1914 which consisted of Transjordan and
Palestine.
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British stamps were overprinted and there was a Russian overprint too, for example in
Jerusalem. Declaration of war within World War I came in 1917 and there then followed a
period of British occupation between 1917 and 1920, with the Egyptian Expeditionary
Force. Stamps were also printed at Somerset House in 1921. There was a civil
administration between 1920 and 1923 with Hebrew and Arabic overprints and
consequently there were numerous arguments about the script and size to be used.
Jewish Palestine was almost the same geographically as the modern day state of Israel. In
1923 the first stamps for Palestine were issued, as there was a wait for the new currency
with the stamps in revised colours and printings. Transjordan was a British mandate up until
1946 with Arabic style stamps.
In 1947 there was haggling on the divide between the various countries and Ian stated that
this was never really going to work. The Hachemite, the kingdom of Jordan, was formed in
1949 and the West Bank was invaded. Jordanian stamps were overprinted Palestine and
this area was handed back to Israel in the 1967 War. The independent state of Israel came
into existence in 1948, the Sinai was captured and given back. Today Israel issues modern
western style stamps and they have tabs attached which are very collectable, for example
depicting the 12 tribes of Israel. Ian stated that the rest of the stamp issues are just like
every other country, commemorating all sorts of things and these were shown to round off
the display.

70th Anniversary Articles
The following articles have been written by Members to mark our 70th Anniversary year and
Council offers their appreciation.

1948 and all that by John Davies
This year, the 2018 season, marks the 70th anniversary of the Civil Service Philatelic
Society. Certainly, the year of the birth of our society was in philatelic terms, quite
momentous. It was just three years after the end of the Second World War, rationing
especially regarding food was still in force and Great Britain, it could well be said, was in a
period of austerity.
Prior to 1948, the then General Post Office (G.P.O.) had issued just three commemoratives
stamp issues namely in 1937 – 1½ d Coronation issue, 1940 Centenary of the first
adhesive postage stamp, six denominations ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d and 3d, one of which
could be used either singularly or in combination to meet all sorts of post rates, and the
third commemorated Victory in June 1946, a bit late. Only two stamps were in the series
namely 2½d and 3d representing the registration fee for the basic surface rate.
So we come to 1948. This was the year when King George VI and Queen Elizabeth (the
Queen Mother) celebrated their silver wedding. As expected at least one of the stamps
would be 2½ d (basic letter rate within the United Kingdom) but when the information which
the collectors read in the national philatelic press stated the second stamp would have a
face value of £1, there was a general feeling that the GPO had gone too far. The collectors
criticised this action. In general terms, the GPO responded by stating that United States
forces which were in the country could obtain souvenirs to take home with them. Equally,
Britain needed the currency. To put the value of £1 in some sort of context certain
shipbuilders got paid £3 10 shillings (£3.50) for a 52 ½ hour week. As an aside, on a
personal point of view, when I joined the forces in the early 1950s I was paid £1 8 shillings
(£1.40) a week rising to 3 pounds after 18 months.
The issuance of the £1 silver wedding stamp was the first since 1929 and I know that the £1
Postal Union Congress stamp was still available in some Post Offices. However, the Royal
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silver wedding £1 stamp became a drag on the market. When it came off sale a definitive
£1 brown with the design of the 10 shilling was issued on the 1st October 1948. This was
the first definitive £1 stamp since 1913.
The year 1948 saw the birth of the National Health Service in June. Leaflets were put
through every door announcing that the NHS will look after you from cradle to the grave.
During the war and postwar period everyone had a national registration identity card and
everyone was told to carry this at all times. The card stated that you may be required to
produce it on demand by a police officer in uniform or member of HM Armed Forces in
uniform on duty. Each card had both number and initials on the reverse and also a
personalised series of letters and a number inside. With the introduction of the National
Health Service, this personalised alphanumerical information was transferred to the
National Health Service medical card. In London, for example the records were held at
Insurance House, Insurance Street, London W6. The General Post Office did not issue
stamps to mark this event but there were some 350 slogan dies used up and down the
country from the 3rd to the 27th of May which stated ‘A distinguished career nursing’. (The
example overleaf dated 7th May.) Later during the year on a medical theme 350 slogan dies
were used in machines concerning blood donors from the 17th to the 31st of August.

Then something which might be considered unique in postage stamp issuing policy
occurred. On the 10th May two values of stamps what issued as 1d and 2½d. The stamps
do not have any form of inscription, either the subject of the issue or in fact the word
postage. They were not on general sale at Post Offices but limited to head Post Offices and
in the Channel Islands. This issue was to mark the third anniversary of the liberation, having
been occupied by German forces from 1940 to 1945. Both stamps depicted slightly different
scenes of a vraic (seaweed) gathering and even these days they are not listed under the
general issues but located in the regional section of Collect British Stamps. The usage must
by all accounts have been limited within the United Kingdom, yet according to official
figures published, it is recorded that 5,934,000 1d sold and 5,398,000 of the 2½ sold. To
locate the usage either on covers and postcards seems a bit difficult.
The final commemorative issue for the year was for the 14th Olympic Games and four very
different designs were issued with face values of 2½ and 3d, 6d and one shilling. A Post
Office was set up in Wembley and the sorting office had only two dies fitted to machines
showing the Olympic rings within the standard seven wavy lines with a time and date
section in a circle reading “Olympic Games Wembley Great Britain”. (As shown below.) On
the actual day of issue at the Wembley Arena Post Office massive queues formed and the
counter staff could not really cope. There was a general demand for one of each stamp
which cost a total of one shilling 11½d and many of the overseas competitors wanted to
have the covers cancelled to order, which meant not going through the postal system. In
fact chaos reigned. It is believed on the first day of issue some 66,000 covers were posted.
What seems to have been forgotten is that for the first time a 6d letter sheet format was
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also available. This illustrated the same design as the 6d stamp. It should be said that all
competitors were amateurs and training was part time.

It should also be mentioned that neither Germany or Japan brought athletes to the Games
for obvious reasons. However, one German POW did come to the attention of the British
gymnastic committee. His name was Helmut Bantz. Throughout the harsh winter of 1947 he
kept himself very fit especially shovelling snow. In fact Helmut Bantz took part in the 1936
Olympic Games in Berlin. He was both European champion and several times the German
gymnastic champion. He was invited to London to train with the British gymnastic team,
receiving an Olympic uniform and lived with the British team in the Olympic Village. At the
opening ceremony he was asked if he would like to march with the British team into the
stadium. He declined as he would’ve been the only German participating. Eventually he
took part in the 1956 Games in Melbourne where he won gold in the vault. He died in
Germany in 2004.
In order to cope with the influx of overseas competitors as well as the international
coverage, a telephone exchange was installed called Corinthian. Telephones were made
available for accredited journalists and international telephone calls were booked the
previous day. Charges were expensive, a three minute call to Paris was 6 shillings, 21
shillings to Moscow and £3 15 shillings to South America. For the general public some 57
press button A type telephones were made available. The system was quite easy, when the
call was answered, pressing button B connected the caller with the called.
Far more could be said regarding the Olympic Games held during these difficult post war
times. Life was hard with rationing for food and clothing. Clearly the Olympic Games
presented a great deal of problems regarding the competitors from aboard, no doubt some
restrictions were lifted. From another aspect, television was re-introduced in September
1946. The general coverage, again, was limited and transmitters and transmissions were
for evening viewing. As a result, certain names begun to be embedded in one’s memory
such as Fanny Blankers-Koen of Holland, Emil Zatopek of Czechoslovakia, Micheline
Ostermeyer of France and Dorothy Odam of Great Britain, a high jumper winning a silver
medal. She trained in a back garden jumping over a close line and Herb McKenley, a
Jamaican who won the 400 metres sprint.
The Olympic Games gave a bit of light relief to what other things were going on in 1948.
Examples include Communism, the state of Israel was born, Freddie Mills (Great Britain)
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became the world light heavyweight boxing champion,12-year-old Lester Pigott became the
youngest racehorse winner, the founder of Pakistan, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, died aged 72,
North Korea proclaimed itself a Republic, the Berlin Airlift, Truman became the 33rd
president of the USA and Prince Charles was born on the 14th of November. It can be said
that 1948 was a momentous year and very quietly the Civil Service Philatelic Society was
born.
Scans of the postmarks provided by Margaret Emerson.
Assistant Coxswain L F Oughton HMA R101 by Ron Oughton
One of my childhood memories is a photograph on the piano of a man in uniform wearing a
peaked hat worn at a jaunty angle. This was in our Front Room which was only used on
special occasions. I came to know this mystery man as ‘Uncle Len’ and, until I was older, I
knew little about him other than he was my father’s favourite brother. In my childhood I
learnt that one of my father’s brothers was assistant Coxswain Leonard Frederick Oughton
of the Royal Naval Air Service. He had been a member of the crew of HMA R101 and had
been killed when she crashed in France on her maiden journey to India. This led to me
developing an interest in airships in general and R101 in particular.
Len was the second of four brothers and was born in Little Britain on the 18 th April 1901,
where his parents ran a Coffee House. This is just 500 metres from Bow church which
probably led to his company nickname, ‘Mush’, of cockney origin. As with all Royal Naval
personnel, he formed a very strong association with his air shipmates.
The R101 was part of the concept for a regular and transport service between the UK and
the leading outposts of the then British Empire. She was to be designed and built under
government organisation with the chief designer Lieutenant-Colonel Richardson and would
be constructed at the Royal Airship Works at Cardington. Her sistership, HMA R100 was to
be designed and built by the Airship Guarantee Company of Howden with the Chief
Engineer Barnes Wallace.
The Air Ministry issued specifications in 1924 for these two airships which were to form the
basis of the United Kingdom’s future air passenger transport service, including outline
requirements of a gas capacity not less than 5 million cubic feet, a top speed of 70 mph, a
cruising speed of 63 mph to be sustainable for 48 hours and accommodation for at least
100 passengers. To allow for the construction of the R101, a huge hangar, known as No 1
shed, was built at Cardington and an existing shed at Pulham was dismantled and rebuilt at
Cardington to provide accomodation for R100, when the Airship Service was up and
running. These sheds still exist. As well as the sheds for housing these two giant vessels, a
large mooring mast was constructed at Cardington with a lift for passengers and loading of
fuel, water and provisions. The main purpose of the mast was to simplify airship take off
and landing.
Although there were no formal arrangements or requirements for cooperation between the
two project teams, it was hoped that there may be a sharing of technical expertise which
could benefit both of the developments. In practice, nothing of the sort came about and
instead there was an atmosphere of rivalry. In very general terms, R100 tended to follow
existing technology with duraluminium rigid framework whereas Lieutenant Colonel
Richardson wanted R101 to be innovatory with stainless steel framework and novel
hydrogen valves.
After five years under construction R101A was finally revealed to public view in October
1929. With a length of 732 feet and 132 foot diameter this huge ship attracted vast public
attention on her first flight from Cardington to London on 14th October, 1929. At this stage of
development it became clear that the performance of the airship was not satisfactory and
modifications were necessary. These included measures for weight reduction and the
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‘letting out’ or expansion of gas bags, this phase of development being referred to as our
R101B. This led to gas bags chafing against the structure framework, padding protection
being used to minimise the risk of leaks.
Further flights were made in this condition, R101B making three visits to the Royal Air
Force display at Hendon. On the return journey of the third flight on the 28 th June 1930, with
Len at the elevator controls, R101B suffered two successive nose dives requiring enormous
physical effort at the controls to recover stable flight. First officer George Meager, who had
witnessed Len’s predicament was so concerned that he put in a formal request not to fly in
the R101 again.
Prior to this incident plans had been made to install an additional bay and gas bag, between
existing frames 8 and 9 to improve the airships lift, now becoming R101C. The installation
of the additional bay and gasbag adding a further 54 feet in length and was completed
giving time for a trial flight of 15 hours on the 1st and 2nd October 1930, before departure for
India on the 4th October 1930. In the build up to departure the crew were allowed leave and
Len took this opportunity to visit his family telling his three brothers that he did not expect to
survive the flight but insisted that, ‘under no circumstances’ should they tell his parents this.
R101C left the Cardington mast in atrocious weather with heavy rain at 6.36 PM on the 4 th
October 1930. The crew had been reduced to 2 watches from the standard 3 as a weight
reduction measure and with the build up to departure, had been under intense working
pressure for several days with minimal opportunity to rest and were already tired. Just after
2 am on the 5th October,1930, R101C suffered two successive nosedives, similar to those
on the return from Hendon on 28th June 1930, and was unable to recover and crashed at
Beauvais at 2.09 am. The investigation of the wreckage revealed that an elevator control
cable was broken and the Public Enquiry was of the view that the breakage had occurred
after the crash. A paper published by the Newcomen Society in 2017 had used aeronautical
data with computer technology stating that the elevator cable breakage, immediately prior
to the final crash, was consistent with the known conditions.
By command of George V, the coffins of the 48 fatalities were laid in state in Westminster
Hall draped with Union Jacks. The funeral cortege through the London streets and the
funeral service at St Paul’s Cathedral was attended by Len’s family with his father and his
three brothers in the cortege. The coffins were conveyed by special train from Euston to
Bedford, then carried on gun carriages to the church of Saint Mary’s Cardington. The 48
coffins, only 26 with names, still draped in Union Jacks, were laid to rest in a communal
grave in Saint Mary’s churchyard.
In recognition of the lifelong wish, survivor Engineer A V (Ginger) Bell lies buried at the
north-east corner of the communal grave beside his shipmates.

The Penny Post in France (extract from Frank Staff’s The Penny Post)
By John Dennett
An attempt was made in Paris during 1653 by Monsieur de Vélayer to organise a local
penny post, with pre-payment of letters, and collections made from street boxes. It was
called ‘La Petite Poste de Paris’ and was allowed to be setup by Royal decree. A four page
pamphlet describes the advantages it offered and what it set out to do.
To those people wishing to write from one part of Paris to another the letters will be
faithfully and carefully delivered, and they will have prompt reply provided that when
they write they put on the letters a prepaid label (un billet qui portera port payé)
because money will not be accepted. This label will be put onto the letter or fastened
around it, or passed into it, in such a way that the postman can easily see it. Every
pre-paid label will have a space for the date to be filled in.
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These labels were obtainable at the ‘Commis General’ (the Head Office), and cost one sol
each, about one penny. Persons were recommended to buy the labels in quantity, to keep
in stock for use as required. Those engaged in legal actions were advised to give them to
their lawyers and solicitors; parents were urged to send them to the children at school.
Letters were not to be taken to the post office, but were to be dropped into letter-boxes
which were placed in several ‘quartiers’ of Paris and situated so no house would be too
distant from one. They would be cleared three times a day – at 6 o’clock in the morning, 11
o’clock and at 3 in the afternoon, so as to be brought to the office in the Palace Yard.
The Petite Poste did not function for long and fell into disuse. The majority of people who
had letters to send also had servants to carry them and found little need for it. Letter-boxes
were spoiled by having garbage put into them, as well as mice, who ate the letters; whether
this was done for malice or from a perverted sense of humour or through ignorance of what
the boxes were for, we shall never know. Few records exist of Vélayer’s post, so that little is
known about it, beyond what is set down in the pamphlet. It is probable that the labels were
in the shape of bands or wrappers, and the postman tore them or removed them, this being
equivalent to a ‘cancellation’. This being the case, would explain their great rarity. A
description of one of the port paye letters is given in Monsieur A de Rothschild’s book
Histoire de la Poste aux Lettres. In the 1870s this was discussed by the newly founded
French Philatelic Society, when it was decided that the label could not be considered a
postage stamp, but only an historical curiosity. A delightful reference to the Petite Poste has
come down to us with an advertisement in the form of verses written by the poet Loret,
dated August 16, at 1653.
The French Postal authorities were very interested in the British postal reforms of 1840 and
sent over an observer to report on the Uniform Penny Postage plan. They considered a
uniform rate of a penny too ambitious for their purpose and feared too great a fall in
revenue. Cautiously they waited for nine years before introducing a uniform rate of 20
centimes (2d) on January 1, 1849. Postage stamps were also issued and were compulsory
for pre-paid letters.
How times have changed by John Davies
As has often been said at one time when the then General Post Office issued a new set of
stamps, it was an occasion, there would be a queue at the post office before it was opened
and when it did, there would be a sudden rush to be the first served. Prior to at least 1964,
the then GPO had a policy regarding the issuance of commemorative issues. It was
perhaps during the Post Mastership of Tony Wedgwood Benn (1964 to 1966) that a basic
criteria and conventions for selection of special stamps subjects were laid down.
First the criteria:
To commemorate important anniversaries
To celebrate events of national and international importance
To reflect contribution to world affairs, in particular to the Commonwealth and Europe, in a
variety of fields of activity including the arts and sciences
To reflect the many and varied aspects of Britain and the British way of life
To extend public patronage to the arts and encourage the development of minuscule art
To fit in with the Post Offices commercial targets for philately.
Secondly, the conventions:
Any topic which may conceivably be controversial or cause offence nationally or
internationally is avoided, for example political implications or propaganda, particular
religious factions
No living person, other than Royalty is to be pictured
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Anniversaries are restricted generally to 50 years or multiples thereof
Past and future years are considered to ensure upon a balance and variety of subjects
taking one year with another
Within the year’s programme, the aim is to provide a variety of categories of subjects.
So it was in 1963, there were six new issues which seemed to be a lot for the time.
However, mostly issues were either a single stamp or pairs of stamps but two issues
contained three stamps. In 1964 there were just four issues but the actual number of
stamps rose from 12 to 15. Now writing these notes in May 2018 the number of special
stamps so far published averages one per month. This does not take into consideration the
extras, such as Post and Go stamps, the regionals when the annual rates are increased
and the extra definitive stamps when they do. Postage stamps in the main, do not indicate
what is being commemorated. Maybe the latest fiasco concerns the Centenary of the Royal
Air Force. Theses stamps were issued a few days prior to the actual date of the Centenary,
which was as it happens on the 1st of April 2018. However, the stamps issued on the 20th
March 2018 were a few days before the annual postage rate increases took place on the
26th March. Thus some of the stamps have face values which do not meet any postal rates.
Surely someone in authority should have been aware that post rate changes take place at
the end of March each year and make the adjustments accordingly.
On top of the extras mentioned above there are miniature sheets. As far as the Centenary
of the RAF is concerned, the miniature sheet of four stamps all relate to the activities of the
Red Arrows and what they do in public. All the stamps would fit into a thematic display.
However, all except the Sopwith Camel F1 and the Hurricane Mark I are jet aircraft. A
Centenary event should show development which this issue certainly does not. What
happened, for example, to the Spitfire or the Mosquito, let alone others which played a vital
part during the Second World War, the Lysander, the Sunderland Flying Boat, the
Lancaster and Gloucester, just to mention a few. These names and others should not be
forgotten.
Whatever may or may not be the merits of collecting very modern Great Britain stamps,
there are those amongst us who like to collect proper usages. Going back 50 years or even
25 years, this does not seem a problem. However, within the last five years something has
gone very wrong in the system, especially regarding postal sorting offices. It may well be
true that the quantity of mail now being handled is less than it once was, this is no doubt
true due largely because of computerisation, texting, emails etc, but that is not the reason
for the lack of proper usage of cancelling machines. There is much to be said for cancelling
machines, they provide the place and date when the item was posted and sometimes a
slogan is added for good measure. Now quite a number of items are delivered where
stamps are not cancelled and other times when it is noticed the use of biro or felt tip pen
comes into use. Many the time such vandalism is reported in the well-known national
philatelic magazines. But whose stamps are they? A Post Office sells some stamps to a
customer or collector, so they become that person’s property. Once put on the packet to an
addressee, they are still the property of the sender. Thus if a biro or felt tip pen is used, this
is deliberate damage to one’s property. In Bulletin number 447, February 2016, page 4 it
was reported that delivery office staff were issued with a dumb hand cancelling device
consisting of five wavy lines. This was preferable to the biro or felt pen as it was a proper,
but very modern, cancellation. Best it could be shown in a display. The usage of this dumb
cancel has gone by the wayside and collectors have recently been advised to contact the
Chief Executive, Moira Green,* using images or scans, photographs etc to eradicate this
practice.
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An example of the dumb cancellation produced by the self-inking canceller supplied to
postal delivery workers. This example is form December 2018.

The Post Office address has not been published but can be contacted by email as
moiragreen@royalmail.com *. No doubt she will not give a reply directly but pass
complaints to someone else to deal with. This is not good enough. A true Chief Executive
should make sure the proper cancellations are used at all times, as this must conform to the
Universal Postal Union rules and regulations. Safe to say that if, as reported in the philatelic
press, addresses in this country are upset by this vandalism, what about the mail going
overseas. It has been said in the past that postage stamps are silent ambassadors so if
overseas mail is so treated, it gives a very bad impression.
Royal Mail must by its very nature spend a great deal of finance on designers, artists and
printers of stamps and the net result is that they work is vandalised. So, what is the
solution? Perhaps it is to boycott new issues and for mail within Great Britain above 100 g
use the Horizon labels. Equally for mail going abroad above the 20 g weight, Horizon labels
provide much information about the package as one needs. It gives the cost of the item,
weight involved and a limited address plus date of posting. Maybe not as attractive as the
traditional stamps but nevertheless Horizon labels are indeed stamps. Collectors might be
put off by the usage of the word label but after all in 1840 when the Penny Black was
issued, the word label was inscribed on the selvage.
Fortunately, our hobby is so vast that collectors can pick and choose what appeals. It is up
to ourselves to keep it going and if, as things are now, wrong at the top, it is our job to put it
right. Complain, complain, complain.
Note: *Since John wrote this article, Royal Mail has a new Chief Executive, Rico Back.
My Personal Reflections of the CSPS by Margaret Emerson
I have been a member of the CSPS for around 30 years now and was recruited to the
society by the late Derek Ward. Derek and and I were working together at what was then
known as London Weather Centre in High Holborn. I was part of London Group Q and took
over as group leader a year or two later. I circulated packets to members in the Patent
Office and Met Office at locations in High Holborn. In the early days of my membership I
was an infrequent visitor at the evening meetings, although Derek usually persuaded me to
attend Grand Auction night in December. I remember in those days that this was indeed a
grand affair with probably 80 to 100 members crowded into the canteen area at Somerset
House.
It was not long before I became more involved with the society and again it was Derek
Ward who suggested that I took over as bulletin editor in 2000. I was working full time on
shifts at that point but as he mentioned, this was a job that could be done at any time of day
or night and as you know, I’m still bulletin editor 18 years later.
In the role of Bulletin Editor I was elected to Council, having been nominated by Eddie
Weeks, and it was not very long before another post beckoned when the late George
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Goodall needed to stand down as our Honorary Secretary. Initially I only took on part of the
work of Secretary in 2004, assuming the role full-time 12 years ago and I’m also now your
Programme Secretary as you know. As I no longer work shifts, it is slightly easier to
incorporate our monthly meetings into my working schedule.
A few funny stories can be told. After Derek Ward retired on occasions he would call in at
my office, which by this time was in Clerkenwell, to exchange packets and have a cup of
tea, having left a mug in the kitchen cupboard for the purpose. On one occasion the late
Fred Brandeis called in at the office to drop off an Exchange Branch packet and to explain
that the contents were contrary to normal as all the stamps were lose in envelopes. Fred
was somewhat surprised when Derek appeared out of the lift to receive it from him!
Traditionally our July meeting is a Members’ Evening when any item can be brought in.
Derek in his time displayed milk bottles, railway tickets and timetables and mystery items
including a battery chicken water dispenser and a maple syrup tapper. At Grand Auction
night it seemed we were trying to outdo each other for the number of lots we took home.
Derek certainly brought in more lots than I ever did and his wheelie bag was like an
Aladdin’s cave, especially when we were posting out the Bulletin.
Derek Rock, Rocky as we knew him, was a guiding light in the Society and made me feel
very welcome when I first joined. We spent a number of hours completing an audit of the
library in the basement at Somerset House shortly before we moved out. The state of the
room did make you wonder if the ceiling would fall in and we left with a covering of plaster
dust on our clothing from the seats and after moving boxes down from the top of
cupboards. The range of Derek’s collecting interests was illustrated by the breadth of
subject material he brought in for Members’ displays and President’s Evening.
Sadly, it is becoming apparent that our Society is dwindling in numbers, like many other
philatelic societies, and if we get over double figures at some of our monthly meetings, with
perhaps 15 members attending Grand Auction night, we have done well. Over the years I
have made very many friends through the CSPS and have also made other contacts in the
philatelic world. We have seen a number of changes in the last 30 years, including our
move to a different part of Somerset House and in more recent years our move to Bush
House. The most recent move involved the closure of the Society library, although we still
need to dispose of many of the hardback books, a process that will take some time.
I’m sure there have been many changes that I have not called to mind, but any society will
evolve as members come and go and circumstances change. The production of the bulletin
for instance it’s now completely electronic. I complete the bulletin on the laptop, scanning in
pictures as necessary, convert into a PDF, upload to our printers who then automatically
produce copies from the file. As I’ve often mentioned in my annual report to the AGM, I
enjoy compiling the bulletin and I’m always grateful for articles which are submitted. This
anniversary edition is the second I have had the privilege to edit and again I’m grateful to
those members who have submitted copy to mark yet another milestone in the history of
the CSPS.

From the archives
At the AGM Bob van Goethem and Margaret Emerson displayed a number of items from
the Society archives. Margaret showed a few of the handwritten Minute books, including
those from 1948 and the first years of the CSPS, which are usually locked away in the
storage cupboards. Some old Bulletins were shown and the early editions were modest
affairs, being two sides of foolscap paper. The early editions were also only typewritten of
course, but today the use of computer technology allows images to be included with ease.
The Bulletin is produced on the Editor’s pc and uploaded electronically to the printer for
production rather than being run off on a photocopier by a reprographics section of the Civil
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Service. Some of the articles included are sent to Margaret by e-mail and she is able to
dictate a first draft of other articles directly into the computer. It is good enough for a first
draft, but can throw up some funny words when it encounters philatelic terms or names.
Various other Bulletins including the issue for the 60 th Anniversary were on display and
covers issued for the 21st Anniversary together with the special programme for the
anniversary exhibits. Bob displayed various Membership cards and items from the
Exchange Branch, in his capacity as Chief Exchange Branch Superientendant, showing the
structure with the London Groups and the different stationery items that have been used
over the years. Images are shown of some of the items on the pages that follow.
Editorial
The CSPS as John Davies mentioned, came quietly into existence back in 1948 and has
reached a number of milestones, the 21st and 25th anniversaries, which were before my
time as a member, the 50th, Diamond and now our Platinum anniversary. We are declining
in number both as a Society and at our monthly meetings. We will continue as long as we
remain viable and look forward to our next milestone anniversary, our 75th, in 2023.
The Society relies on the membership to keep running but without the hard work of the
Officers and Council Members, past and present, we would not be where we are today. We
owe a debt of gratitude to the likes of Fred Brandeis, Ivan Dunkley, George Degg, John
Dennett, George Goodall, Neville Jones, John Parsons, Derek Rock, Reg Smith, Derek
Ward and John Williams, who I recall during my 30 years of membership and who gave
many dedicated years of service to the CSPS. Please except my apologies if I have missed
anyone out here. John Dennett of course is still an active member despite relinquishing the
role of Librarian.
We also owe a debt to the pioneers of our Society back in 1948, which of course included
the late Neville Jones, but also to my fellow Council Members and Officers in 2018,
President Bob van Goethem, Treasurer Ian Briant and our Postal Auctioneer Steve Daniels
and to you our Members.
Margaret Emerson

The Minutes for the first meeting to discuss forming the CSPS on 21st January 1948
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The Minutes of the meeting held on 16th February 1948 when the Society was being formed
and then signed on 1st March 1948 by the President F J Croomer.
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The Minutes of the First AGM held on 3rd May 1948

Membership cards were stopped some years ago but here is scan from the 1998-99
season showing the programme.
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The first Presidential Address given to the AGM in 1948 by Mr F J Croomer
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Members perusing and discussing the displays
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